What are good jobs for development?
Earnings, benefits (if any), and overall job satisfaction are what matter to individual jobholders. Those earnings and benefits—tangible or otherwise—are the first and most direct measure of the value a job has to society. But jobs may also affect others, positively or negatively. Jobs for women may influence resource allocations at the household level and benefit their children. Jobs connected to world markets may lead to knowledge spillovers and make other workers more productive. Jobs that provide opportunities may convey a sense of fairness to others and help them remain engaged. Spillovers like these have been the focus of recent thinking on development. The analysis may be organized around concepts such as gender, urbanization, or conflict; but much of the action happens through jobs.

Quite often individual and social perspectives on jobs coincide; but not always. For instance, jobs with perks and benefits may be highly coveted by individuals, but they may be less valuable to society if their privileges are supported through government transfers or restrictive regulations, undermining the earnings or job opportunities of others. Because of gaps like these, jobs that look equivalent from an individual perspective may be different from a social perspective. The contributions jobs make to society should be assessed by taking into account the value they have to the people who hold them, but also the potential spillovers on others—positive or negative. Good jobs for development are those with the highest value to society.

Conversely, some forms of work are unequivocally bad. A set of universal rights endorsed by governments, international organizations, and others seeks to eliminate forced labor, harmful forms of child labor, discrimination, and the suppression of voice among workers. These forms of work should not be considered jobs.

How jobs contribute to living standards, productivity, and social cohesion varies with a country’s level of development, its demography, its endowments, and its institutions. Jobs agendas are thus inherently country specific. By combining the various features of an economy, however, it is possible to build a typology of jobs challenges. It includes agrarian economies, conflict-affected countries, urbanizing countries, resource-rich countries, small island nations, countries with high youth unemployment, formalizing economies, and aging societies. Because the nature of the challenges varies, what makes a job good for development in one context may not be so relevant in another. And in some circumstances, tradeoffs emerge. The jobs that do the most to defuse tension in the short term may not do much for productivity, or those with the highest productivity impact may not lead to a broad-based improvement in living standards. Identifying good jobs for development helps visualize these tradeoffs.

Different countries face different jobs challenges, but two forces—the migration of people and the migration of jobs—connect their jobs agendas. These two flows have an impact on countries at the sending and the receiving ends. The arrival of migrants or the outsourcing of jobs affects the living standards of both migrants and locals. The availability of foreign workers, the development of migrant networks channeling savings and ideas, and the arrival of multinational firms bringing in more advanced techniques, are all bound to increase productivity. Family structures and community life are also affected by the movement of people and jobs.
The most important impact of jobs is on the people who hold them. Jobs provide earnings, can give access to benefits and insurance, and are often a source of broader life satisfaction. Development, in large part, consists of increasing these direct effects of jobs on individuals.

Beyond the importance of jobs for those who have them, jobs matter for societies because they can affect the earnings, employment opportunities, and the productivity of others, as well as the collective capacity to manage tensions. Jobs can also contribute to shared social objectives, such as poverty reduction, environmental protection, and fairness. Often, the individual and social values of jobs are similar; but these two perspectives may differ. For instance, Vietnam’s poverty rate declined with unprecedented speed in the 1990s when land was redistributed to farmers and agricultural commercialization was liberalized. Albeit increasing individual incomes, farming jobs involved difficult working conditions, substantial variability in earnings, and no formal social protection. But they made a major contribution to the development of Vietnam. Bloated public utilities, on the other hand, often offer a range of privileges to their employees even when the utilities themselves provide only limited coverage of the population and unreliable services, and are obstacles to economic growth and poverty reduction. Such jobs may look appealing from an individual perspective—but less so from a social perspective. Good jobs for development are those that make the greatest contribution to society, taking into account the value they have to the people who hold them, but also their potential spillovers on others—positive or negative.

Recognizing the multiple effects of jobs is important for understanding the possible tradeoffs they entail. Some jobs greatly contribute to productivity growth but do not lead to poverty reduction in the short run. In other cases, jobs are urgently needed to avoid an unraveling of social cohesion, but the job creation that can be immediately supported using public funds is unlikely to result in rapid productivity growth. An understanding of the various effects of jobs on aggregate well-being, both direct and indirect, may help identify when a virtuous circle of jobs along all three transformations may arise, and when a vicious circle looms.

The value of a job for the person who holds it is a primary indication of its development pay-off. But assessing the broader value the job has to society also requires information on the spillovers the job may have on the living standards of others, on aggregate productivity, or on social...
cohesion. Data from household, plant-level, and values surveys, as well as qualitative assessments, can be used to determine the existence of relevant spillovers. Although quantifying all the gaps between the individual and social values of jobs may not be possible, identifying where these gaps lie can help make policy tradeoffs transparent. The analytical tools to do so can be borrowed from several disciplines in economics and the social sciences. These disciplines often focus on spillovers from jobs, without necessarily calling them that.

While some jobs may contribute more to development than their individual values suggest, some forms of work are likely bad from any point of view. All countries have subscribed to a set of universal rights. Most governments, as well as international organizations and others, have ratified or endorsed standards seeking to eliminate forced labor, harmful forms of child labor, discrimination, and the suppression of voice among workers. Thus, some work activities are widely viewed as unacceptable and should not be treated as jobs.

Rights as the foundation

While jobs can be transformational, some forms of work are harmful. Those that exploit workers, expose them to dangerous environments, or threaten their physical and mental well-being are bad for individuals and societies. Their negative effects can be surprisingly long-lasting. An extreme example is the impact of the Atlantic slave trade on West Africa. A study found that individuals whose ancestors had been threatened by slavery were less likely to trust relatives, neighbors, and local governments even more than 100 years after the end of the slave trade.

Today, international norms of human rights and labor standards reject forced labor, harmful forms of child labor, discrimination, and the suppression of voice among workers. Yet close to 21 million people globally are estimated to be victims of bonded labor, slavery, forced prostitution, and other forms of involuntary work. In 2008, 115 million children between the ages of 5 and 17 were involved in hazardous work (box 5.1).

BOX 5.1  Children do perilous work in artisanal gold mines in Mali

Much artisanal gold mining in Mali is village based and focused on alluvial deposits that require panning for separation. Although child labor tends to be relatively controlled in Mali, an estimated 20,000 to 40,000 children, some as young as age 6, work in artisanal gold mining. Human Rights Watch has documented the perilous nature of this work:

“They dig shafts and work underground, pull up, carry and crush the ore, and pan it for gold. Many children suffer serious pain in their heads, necks, arms, or backs, and risk long-term spinal injury from carrying heavy weights and from enduring repetitive motion. Children have sustained injuries from falling rocks and sharp tools, and have fallen into shafts. In addition, they risk grave injury when working in unstable shafts, which sometimes collapse.”

The work is toxic because miners use mercury to separate the gold from the rock. Mercury poisoning can cause serious neurological disorders, vision impairment, headaches, memory loss, and problems with concentration. Often, the children themselves are aware of the dangers:

“It’s my stepmother who makes me work there. I don’t want to. My real mother left. My stepmother takes all the money they pay me. . . . I don’t get any money from the work. . . . Our work starts at 8 a.m. and continues the whole day. . . . I take the minerals [ore] and pan them. I work with mercury, and touch it. . . . He said mercury was a poison and we shouldn’t swallow it, but he didn’t say anything else about the mercury. . . . I don’t want to work in the mines. I want to stay in school. I got malaria, and I am very tired when I work there (at the mine),”

—Mariam D., estimated age 11, Worognan, Sikasso Region, April 8, 2011

“It’s dangerous—there are often collapses. People are injured. Three died in a cave-in. The little children don’t come down into the hole. . . . I have had problems since working there—my back hurts and I have problems urinating. No one says anything to me about safety.”

—Ibrahim K., age 15


At the international level, the United Nation’s Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948 establishes that “everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment, to just and favorable conditions of work and to protection against unemployment.” These rights are further elaborated in international conventions and regional frameworks and are translated into domestic laws.\(^5\) The global agenda for workers’ rights became focused on four fundamental principles and rights in the workplace in 1998. Back then, a vast majority of members of the International Labour Organization (ILO) signed a declaration covering a core set of labor standards on the elimination of forced and compulsory labor, the abolition of child labor, the elimination of discrimination in employment and occupation, and freedom of association and collective bargaining.\(^6\) Other ILO conventions cover a range of related subjects including working time, social security, occupational safety and health, and labor inspections.\(^7\)

International law requires that countries bring their domestic laws into compliance with the international legal instruments the countries have ratified. The core labor standards have a special status among ILO conventions because the 1998 declaration requires all ILO member states to “respect, promote, and realize” the standards, regardless of whether they ratify specific conventions.\(^8\) The standards influence other instruments for protecting workers’ rights through references in national and regional legislation, the texts of many bilateral free trade agreements, the procedures of international organizations, and corporate codes of conduct.\(^9\) International legal frameworks arguably do not cover some fundamental rights. The core labor standards, for example, do not directly address working conditions including safety and health.\(^10\)

Gaps remain between rights on paper and implementation in practice (box 5.2). Even in countries that have ratified the core labor standards and have laws on the books, children work in harmful conditions, discrimination happens in access to jobs and in pay, forced labor persists, and freedom of association is limited. Commitments in treaties, conventions, and laws may not change the institutions, practices, and behaviors that affect workers’ rights on their own. A key factor driving these gaps is the fact that many workers are not covered by laws. For example:

\begin{itemize}
    \item Many labor laws and regulations cover only workers in formal employment relationships, limiting the extent to which workers can appeal to legal mechanisms. The growing involvement of agencies in hiring workers complicates legal accountability because temporary workers often have contracts with employment agencies, which, in turn, enter into the contracts with the actual employers. Often, such workers would not count against legal minimum employment levels at which labor rights become binding.\(^11\)
    \item Some labor laws deliberately exclude domestic workers, family workers, or workers in small enterprises.\(^12\) Exclusions can also apply in export zones and other areas where regulation is suspended to attract investment. Unpaid family workers in agriculture and enterprises, including children on family farms, may also be excluded. Many women perform non-remunerated work of this sort.\(^13\)
    \item Tensions may also exist between labor rights defined in national and international contexts and customary, religious, and indigenous laws. Many countries are characterized by legal pluralism, whereby multiple legal systems exist side by side. Overlapping jurisdictions are most common in the case of family law relating to marriage, divorce, and inheritance.\(^14\)
\end{itemize}

Gaps between rights on paper and those in practice underscore a substantial agenda to eliminate unacceptable forms of work. Nonstate actors, including private employers and civil society organizations, are increasingly involved in efforts to improve compliance with labor rights and standards. Multinational corporations and industry associations often adopt codes of conduct, voluntary standards, and monitoring and auditing strategies.\(^15\) Nongovernmental organizations monitor factories and firms, provide training and education to workers, and coordinate domestic and global campaigns. While this heightened involvement in rights and standards does not guarantee that implementation will improve, it provides potential channels and partnerships for increasing accountability for rights at work.
BOX 5.2 Compliance with core labor standards is partial

The number of countries that have adopted the eight core labor standards included in the International Labour Organization’s 1998 Declaration of the Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work is steadily increasing. But compliance gaps with the four principles—child labor, forced labor, discrimination, and freedom of association and collective bargaining—are still apparent.8

Child labor. ILO conventions 138 and 182 require countries to develop and monitor action plans regulating work by children under age 18. Convention 182, covering the most harmful forms of child labor, has been ratified by 175 countries. The largest numbers of children in hazardous work are in East Asia and the Pacific, but across regions there is evidence that progress is being made.9 Brazil and India are among the countries showing improvements. In Brazil, between 1992 and 2008, employment among 7–15 year olds fell over 10 percentage points, from 18 percent to 7 percent. At the same time, school attendance rose from 85 percent to 97 percent. In India, children’s employment fell from 8 percent to nearly 4 percent, and school attendance rose 14 percentage points (from 72 percent to 86 percent).10

Forced labor. More countries have ratified conventions 29 and 105, the core standards on forced labor, than the other core standards. An estimated two-thirds of forced labor takes the form of economic exploitation; one-fifth is linked to forced labor imposed by the state or the military; and the remainder involves commercial sexual exploitation. This last form disproportionately affects women and girls.11 The long-term effects on individuals, families, and communities can be severe. Nongovernmental organizations that rescue victims of forced labor, particularly forced commercial prostitution, find that post-traumatic stress, social stigma, and disease can cripple reentry into society.12

Discrimination. Conventions 100 and 111 refer to discrimination by gender, ethnicity, disability, or other status as a source of disparities in access to jobs, segregation within the labor market, pay gaps, and harassment or violence at work. From a legal perspective, discrimination can be understood as inequality before the law within either the formal legal system or customary law. It results from unequal treatment on the grounds of race, gender, religion, political opinion, national extraction, or social origin; or the unequal impact of policies, practices, or rules. Employment outcomes are affected by each of these layers of discrimination.13 Although progress has been made in removing legal obstacles that affect women’s access to jobs, barriers remain.14 Labor laws in 44 countries restrict the hours that women may work,15 and 71 countries impose legal limits on the industries in which women may work. Such restrictions have often deprived women of equal access to jobs. Inequality in laws relating to marriage, inheritance, and property ownership, as well as traditional and customary laws, also affect the access of women to productive assets and business opportunities.

Discrimination in employment may be the outcome of policies not dealing directly with labor issues. For example, in some countries of Central and Eastern Europe, Roma children are often tracked into schools intended for children with special needs, which provide limited opportunities for further advancement in education and subsequent employment. Roma graduates of special schools in the Czech Republic were twice as likely as non-Roma graduates to be out of the labor force.1 A study of Roma in the Czech Republic found that 19 percent of Roma ages 10–19 had attended a special needs school, while the share in the non-Roma population was 7 percent. The figures in the Slovak Republic were 12 and 8 percent respectively.16 A 2007 court case involving Roma students in the Czech Republic noted that they were more likely to be placed in schools for the mentally challenged than non-Roma children. The European Court of Human Rights ruled that this overrepresentation violated nondiscrimination protections in the European Convention on Human Rights.17

Freedom of association and collective bargaining (FACB). Although conventions 87 and 98 are among the oldest of the core standards, they have been ratified by fewer countries than the others. These conventions cover the right to establish and join organizations and call for mechanisms for negotiations between employers and worker organizations. FACB are “enabling rights” in that they give workers voice to advocate for other aspects of working conditions, including safety and health.18 FACB is curtailed in countries where unions and other associations are banned, where associations face restrictions on their activity, or where members are threatened by violence or repression. FACB rights of both workers and employers are monitored by the ILO Governing Body’s Committee on Freedom of Association (CFA), a universal monitoring mechanism that functions in addition to the ILO’s regular supervisory mechanisms for monitoring ratified conventions. The CFA handles complaints related to civil liberties, including murder, abductions, disappearances, threats, arrests, and detentions of trade union leaders and members, as well as other acts of antiunion harassment and intimidation and violations of freedom of assembly and freedom of expression.19 Convention 87 protects the rights of all workers, including the self-employed. In practice, however, implementation of FACB is limited because many workers are employed outside traditional employer-employee relationships or do not work in occupations or sectors that are covered by formal unions.
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The value of jobs to individuals and society

The most obvious outcome of a job is the earnings it provides to the worker. These earnings can be in cash or in kind and may include a range of associated benefits. The earnings the job provides, as well as the output it generates, typically increase with the skills of the worker. Improving skills is thus one of the most direct channels to enhance the value jobs have to individuals and society (question 5). Other characteristics of the job may also matter from the point of view of individual well-being. Stability, voice, and fulfillment at work all play a role in overall job satisfaction, as do any detrimental impacts of jobs on mental and physical health through stress and anxiety.16

Several of these dimensions of jobs have been combined into the concept of decent work introduced by the ILO in 1999 (box 5.3). Since then, many governments have used it to articulate their policy agendas on jobs. The concept of decent work has also been embraced by the United Nations and several international organizations and endorsed by numerous global forums.

A job may also matter for others, beyond its holder. When asked about their most preferred jobs, survey respondents from four diverse countries provide different answers from those they offer when asked about the most important jobs to society (figure 5.1). They frequently mention working in the civil service or as a shop owner as the jobs they would prefer for themselves, while identifying teachers and doctors as the most important jobs for societies. China is the only country where a job in civil service is seen as more important for society than for the individual. In the Arab Republic of Egypt, a job as a teacher is more valued individually than socially. And in Sierra Leone, being a farmer is appreciated both individually and socially, while in the other countries it is recognized as socially valuable but is not a preferred job.

This intuition can be developed into a more structured analysis of the reasons why some jobs may be more or less valuable to society than they are to those who hold them. Those reasons can be grouped under three main headings, each corresponding to one of the three development transformations. Individual jobs can improve the living standards of others in society, or they

BOX 5.3 The concept of Decent Work and the Decent Work Agenda

Decent Work is defined as “opportunities for women and men to obtain decent and productive work in conditions of freedom, equity, security and human dignity.” This definition is based on a broad concept of work as encompassing all forms of economic activity. The International Labour Organization has made Decent Work an organizing principle for its activities and has set an agenda for incorporating the goal of Decent Work for all into national strategic planning objectives. The ILO’s Decent Work Agenda is a policy approach based on four strategic objectives: fundamental principles and rights at work, productive and freely chosen employment, social protection, and social dialogue.

At the global level, the ILO has defined Decent Work indicators to measure the different dimensions of the concept and to track progress over time. In 2010, the United Nations (UN) Summit on the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) included a new target under Goal 1 (eradicate extreme poverty and hunger): “achieve full and productive employment and Decent Work for all, including women and young people.” The Decent Work indicators are being used to help countries measure progress and establish priorities. A limited set are used to monitor progress toward the MDG target.

The ILO’s Decent Work Agenda includes a threshold below which no job should fall. The threshold has four components: productive employment (not simply any job), basic social protection according to national conditions, opportunity for voice and organization, and rights at work. As an incremental agenda, Decent Work indicators can change, depending on the economic, social, and institutional progress of countries.

This ILO agenda has gained considerable traction and international political buy-in over the past decade. First formulated at the International Labour Conference in 1999, it is now part of the ILO constitution and has been endorsed by heads of state at the UN General Assembly, the Group of 20, and regional authorities such as the European Union, the African Union, the Organization of American States, the Association of South East Asian Nations, and the Southern Cone Common Market (Mercosur). Many countries use the Decent Work concept to define development targets, identify policy priorities, and measure progress toward meeting specified goals.
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can adversely affect their earnings and employment opportunities. They can help raise the productivity of others, or they can harm them through their environmental impacts. And they can support more peaceful collective decision making, or, alternatively, increase social tensions when they are based on privilege.

**Spillovers from jobs**

Good jobs for development are those with the highest payoff to society. As a first approximation, the value of the job for the person who holds it provides a good measure of the value of the job to society. But some jobs also have spillovers on the living standards of others, on aggregate productivity, or on social cohesion. When spillovers are positive, the job has a greater value to society than it has to the person who holds it, and the opposite is true when the spillovers are negative. In principle, the spillovers can also be negligible, in which case there is no real distinction between the individual and the social perspective. Nonetheless, the idea that jobs can have sizable spillovers is at the core of several disciplines in the social sciences and has greatly influenced recent development thinking (box 5.4).
Several disciplines in economics and in the social sciences focus on the channels through which spillovers from jobs occur, even if they may not articulate it that way. One core focus of labor economics is to assess earnings differentials and their causes, including discrimination, uneven bargaining power, regulation, and taxation. The public finance literature also evaluates the impact on employment, capital intensity, and earnings of taxes and subsidies, including those used to finance social insurance contributions. Gender studies examine the economic, social, and cultural determinants of gender discrimination and their relationships to employment. Poverty analyses study the poverty and inequality impact of job distributions and different growth patterns. Economic geography uncovers the productivity impact of spatial concentration of jobs. International economics analyzes the resource allocation and innovation impetus provided by employment in export sectors and foreign-owned companies. Environmental economics measures and values the negative (and positive) impacts of employment in different sectors, or using different techniques, on the natural resource base. Identity economics researches how behaviors and norms are influenced by the relationship between people and their peer groups, including through their jobs. The field of equity analysis has started to examine the degree to which job outcomes are shaped by the circumstances in which individuals are born, as opposed to their ability or effort. Finally, conflict studies aim to identify the societal conditions that underlie tension not being managed constructively and peacefully, including access to jobs and fairness in their allocation.

These disciplines bring analytical rigor to the assessment of the gaps between the individual and social values of jobs, hence to the identification of good jobs for development. Although they may not be explicitly articulated around jobs, these disciplines have shaped recent development thinking. The World Development Report 2007: Development and the Next Generation shows that opening job opportunities for young people is catalytic for future economic and social development. The World Development Report 2009: Reshaping Economic Geography discusses reaping the benefits of agglomeration, which happens through jobs, as a source of economic growth. The World Development Report 2011: Conflict, Security, and Development makes the point that jobs are a key element for stabilization in post-conflict societies. And the World Development Report 2012: Gender Equality and Development provides evidence that jobs are a medium to promote gender equity and transform it into social and economic progress.

The well-being of others. Uneven bargaining power or inadequate regulation may result in labor earnings that are either too low or too high relative to the output generated by jobs. This distortion affects the earnings of the employer and the job opportunities of other workers. Taxpayers may also be affected when jobs are supported through transfers. Jobs that do not tax others, literally or figuratively, do more for development.

Household allocations. Having a job and contributing resources to a household’s budget can change the status of the jobholder and increase his or her say on how the budget is allocated. If the jobholder is a woman, spending on food and on children may increase, which may result in greater well-being for the children. Jobs that empower women have the potential to generate such positive spillovers.

Poverty reduction. The well-being of others may be affected if they are altruistic and value poverty reduction in general, even when their own earnings do not change. Since jobs are the main avenue out of poverty, there is
social value in the availability of jobs that take others out of poverty. Employment opportunities tilted in favor of the poor do more for development.

- **Agglomeration effects.** Productivity depends not only on the internal efficiency of economic units but also on their environment. Learning and imitation through labor turnover and interaction with suppliers, as well as a better matching of skills across a bigger pool of workers, can increase productivity. Hence, jobs in functional cities tend to be good jobs for development. Conversely, negative effects can arise in overcrowded and congested cities.

- **Global integration.** Knowledge spillovers also occur through international trade and participation in global value chains. Firms that engage in export markets tend to become more productive and, in doing so, they push other, less productive firms out of business. Knowledge spillovers from foreign direct investment (FDI) increase aggregate productivity. Jobs that connect to global markets are thus good jobs for development.

- **Environmental effects.** Jobs have negative impacts on aggregate productivity when they damage the environment or lead to an overuse of scarce resources. But they can also have positive effects on the environment, as in the case of jobs to manage forests and other common resources. The social value of a job cannot be assessed without taking into account its environmental impact.

- **Social identity.** Jobs can impact the well-being of others by influencing the values and behavior of those who hold them in ways that affect society at large. Jobs can shape the norms that influence how the jobholder interacts with others, starting with basics such as reliability, punctuality, and courtesy. Depending on their characteristics, jobs can foster civic engagement and result in greater trust.

- **Networks.** Jobs connect people to each other. They convey information among coworkers and society more broadly. They impact the integration of rural migrants in new urban settings. Jobs may also contribute to tolerance when they increase interactions with people from different social and ethnic backgrounds.

- **Sense of fairness.** A perceived absence of fairness in the overall access to job opportunities, beyond one’s own job, can undermine the sense of belonging. Job allocations at odds with the idea of equality of opportunity may lead to disengagement from collective decision-making processes. Jobs that live up to standards of transparency and merit contribute to the sense of fairness in society.

Because a job can affect the well-being of others and not only the well-being of the jobholder, two jobs that may appear identical from an individual perspective could still be different from a social perspective. In a society that values poverty reduction, an informal job that takes a household out of poverty should be seen as more valuable to society. A job in a protected industry that needs support through transfers (either by taxpayers or by consumers) is less valuable to society, and even less valuable if the need for protection is associated with the use of outdated technology that results in high environmental costs. The opposite holds for a job in an export industry that contributes to the acquisition of new technical and managerial knowledge from abroad and spreads it through interactions with suppliers; this job is even more valuable to society when the jobholder is a woman and her work status empowers her. And the same is true for a job that gives a young person a sense of belonging in society and conveys to others a sense of opportunity (figure 5.3).

The contribution jobs make to development varies, depending on the circumstances. In low- and middle-income countries, poverty reduction carries significant weight. Productivity effects vary: heavily urbanized and highly connected countries such as Singapore have internalized a large part of these effects already, while urbanizing countries such as Bangladesh and Guatemala are still able to reap significant benefits. Jobs in illegal mining can cause environmental damage, and their net contribution to productivity growth is limited as a result. Jobs in Turkey’s wind energy parks, in contrast, likely contribute to all three transformations in a positive way: they offer earnings and job satisfaction to workers; they position Turkey at the forefront of technological developments in new energy; and they often contribute to social cohesion by creating new livelihood opportunities for villages.
Can the development payoffs from jobs be quantified?

Earnings from labor provide the first and most direct measure of the contribution jobs make to development. But transformations in living standards, productivity, and social cohesion happen at a faster pace when jobs lead to investments in children, give people the possibility to acquire new skills through their work, or engage them more in society. Because these transformational aspects are seldom reflected in labor earnings, good jobs for development may not be as attractive to individuals as they are important to society. This is why, even in a context of full employment, there may not be enough jobs for women in many developing countries, or enough jobs connected to world markets, or enough jobs for idle young men. Spillovers are thus especially relevant in countries where gender equality is far from assured, urbanization and global integration are incipient, and conflict is still a possibility.

Fully valuing the development payoffs from jobs entails assessing the earnings they provide, as well as their possible spillovers. In practice,
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ing standards: jobs can impact the earnings of others, they can alter the allocation of resources within households in a substantial way, and they can contribute to shared social goals such as poverty reduction.

Earnings of others. Jobs in subsidized firms and in bloated public sector agencies have an impact on the earnings of others, as they lead to an excessive tax burden and a reduction of earnings (or the disappearance of jobs) elsewhere in the economy. Jobs characterized by uneven bargaining power between employers and employees, or discrimination against women or ethnic minority groups, have earnings that are too high or too low relative to the output generated by the job.

The tools of public finance can be used to assess gaps between the individual and the social values of jobs in the case of jobs supported through transfers. Taxation and government spending affect earnings and modify incentives and thus have an impact on resource allocations, including employment. Analyses of the tax burden applying to capital and labor, assessments of cross-subsidization between individuals or firms, or evaluations of the impacts of payroll

this amounts to identifying the gaps between the individual and the social values of jobs (if any) that are relevant in a particular country context. Such an evaluation requires data, some of which many countries are now collecting on a more or less regular basis (box 5.5). Using data to measure the full social value of a job calls for rigorous analysis too. Patterns in the data may result from spurious correlations, and the related conclusions may be tainted if individuals and firms with fundamentally different characteristics selected themselves into specific jobs or activities. Labor economics, productivity studies, and other social sciences have developed analytical tools for the analyses required. Sociological and anthropological methods can provide texture and context missing in quantitative data. In some cases, randomized trials or natural experiments can shed light on the mechanisms at play. But methodological pitfalls abound, so the safest approach is to triangulate the available evidence.

Living standards

Three types of spillovers can enhance or undermine the direct contribution jobs make to living standards: jobs can impact the earnings of others, they can alter the allocation of resources within households in a substantial way, and they can contribute to shared social goals such as poverty reduction.

Earnings of others. Jobs in subsidized firms and in bloated public sector agencies have an impact on the earnings of others, as they lead to an excessive tax burden and a reduction of earnings (or the disappearance of jobs) elsewhere in the economy. Jobs characterized by uneven bargaining power between employers and employees, or discrimination against women or ethnic minority groups, have earnings that are too high or too low relative to the output generated by the job.

The tools of public finance can be used to assess gaps between the individual and the social values of jobs in the case of jobs supported through transfers. Taxation and government spending affect earnings and modify incentives and thus have an impact on resource allocations, including employment. Analyses of the tax burden applying to capital and labor, assessments of cross-subsidization between individuals or firms, or evaluations of the impacts of payroll

BOX 5.5 Several data sources can be used to quantify the development payoffs from jobs

Household surveys such as those used for poverty analysis are a critically important input for assessing the contribution jobs make to society. Regular up-to-date, high-quality data on activity, employment, and earnings can be used to understand employment dynamics. Many countries around the world collect household data through living standards surveys and labor force surveys. Social security administrations in countries with a high coverage rate of social programs record information about their contributors. Unfortunately, few countries track employment histories. Such histories (including employment transitions) are vital to achieving an understanding of how long young jobseekers are unemployed, whether unemployment scars the middle-aged, or how internal migration supports rural families.

Plant-level surveys are another standard input to understand the dynamics of job creation and destruction and their implications for aggregate productivity. Many countries conduct such surveys out of a sampling frame supposed to capture all units in manufacturing; in some cases, the coverage extends to units in other sectors, such as trade. Other countries collect data on production and employment through administrative records; the information is less detailed on inputs and therefore has limited potential in the estimation of changes in productivity, but it gives a more comprehensive picture of how firms are born, grow, decline and die and how employment evolves as a result. Unfortunately, only a few countries collect information on the myriad microenterprises in the informal sector. This information is vital to understanding where job creation occurs in the economy and where it contributes most to aggregate productivity.

Special household surveys inquiring about values and attitudes, together with qualitative assessments, are important instruments for assessing links between jobs on the one hand and beliefs and behaviors on the other. These surveys often provide information on trust in others and civic participation, and on the characteristics of respondents and their jobs. Information from these surveys can be combined with living standards and labor force surveys to identify population groups at risk, and analyze how jobs are associated with peaceful collective decision making. Observing individual or cohort groups over time allows for an exploration of possible causal links among jobs, trust, behaviors, and attitudes.

taxation can identify a gap between the individual value and the social value of a job.

A tax wedge does not necessarily imply that the individual and the social value of a job differ, or that employment effects are large. The methodological pitfall to avoid in this case is to assume that individuals attach no value to the taxes or contributions they pay. If workers value social security contributions as an entitlement to deferred benefits, their net burden is lower than the contribution rate suggests. If they value the contribution in full, there would be no misallocation of resources. In some systems, contributions and benefits are closely linked; in others, the link is looser and redistribution stronger. But even when benefits are low compared to taxes, the effects on employment depend on how much of the taxes employers can pass on to employees through lower wages. In the extreme case, when the number of workers seeking wage employment is fixed, the entire tax is paid by workers, and employment is the same then as without a tax. In Turkey, a reduction in social security taxes would result in higher net wages and lower total labor cost only partially, thereby moderating the change in employment. The effect is somewhat higher, though, for lower-skilled workers earning around the minimum wage.

The tools of labor economics can be used to measure the gaps between the actual earnings of specific groups of workers and the earnings they would have in the absence of uneven bargaining power or discrimination. Earnings functions (a standard tool of labor economics) can provide an estimate of the magnitude of those gaps. Actual earnings are lower than they otherwise would be in the case of women, ethnic minorities, and people working in the agricultural sector; they tend to be higher in the case of union members. Some gaps diminish with economic development, others persist (figure 5.4). On the surface at least, the gender and occupational gaps show no sign of disappearing.

While these exercises are informative, earnings gaps may result from differences in the characteristics of jobs or workers not accounted for in the analysis. Gender gaps can stem from discrimination but also from choices about the work-life balance. Union gaps may signal strong bargaining power but could also reflect higher productivity of organized workers. Rural pay deficits may be affected by unobservable differences between the workers who migrated to the cities and those who stayed behind. So, even when the gaps are rigorously measured, disentangling the reasons behind them is an important step before policy conclusions can be drawn.

**Household allocations.** Who holds a job can matter for how household earnings evolve and are spent. Job opportunities for youth are particularly important. A difficult transition from school to work can lead to scarring—a negative impact on long-term earnings prospects, hence of future household expenditures. The risk of unemployment later in life is higher for those with difficult school-to-work transitions. Jobs that go to women might also benefit other members of society as well as the woman holding the job. Women generally have lower labor force participation rates than men and typically earn less than their male counterparts, but employment outside the household often empowers them. A body of evidence has found that spending decisions depend on the share of household income contributed by different members of the household. Women's control over household resources leads to more spending on food and children's schooling.

The impact women’s employment has on household allocations can be quantified using standard tools in poverty and gender analyses. In Mexico, for example, higher women’s income shares were associated with more food and children’s clothing and less alcohol. Similar results were observed in Bangladesh, Côte d’Ivoire, and South Africa. In the Republic of Congo, a higher female share in total household income was associated with significantly higher expenditures on food and significantly lower expenditure on clothing for adults and entertainment (figure 5.5). However, it should not be assumed that impacts are the same everywhere. Providing cash transfers in Burkina Faso boosted routine preventive care for children, regardless of which parent received the money. And evaluations in Ghana and Sri Lanka show that microcredit was invested to a larger extent into a business by men than by women.

Another approach looks directly at the impacts of women’s employment on human development outcomes, such as children’s educational attainment and health. In a rural setting in southern India, an increase in annual female in-
Poverty reduction. Job opportunities and employment transitions are major determinants of changes in both individual living standards and overall poverty in a country. If societies value poverty reduction, a job lifting an individual or a household out of poverty increases the well-being of others. A spillover exists then, as aggregate welfare increases beyond the increase in
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*Note: GDP = gross domestic product; PPP = purchasing power parity. Elementary occupations involve simple and routine tasks often requiring considerable physical effort. The vertical axis indicates the difference in earnings between the two groups depicted in each quadrant, controlling for the characteristics of people in the two groups. The gap measure is based on country-specific regressions of the logarithms of monthly earnings on years of education, potential years of experience (and its square), and controls for industry, occupation, urban/rural sector, ethnicity, and gender. Each dot represents a country.*

come of US$90 increased schooling by 1.6 years for disadvantaged castes. In Mexico, a 10 percent increase in labor demand for adult women raised the chance of having a daughter in good health by 10 percent. In addition, the children of women who found work in export manufacturing thanks to the opening of new factories closer to home were significantly taller.
The way new job opportunities are distributed is of major importance for poverty reduction. Poverty profiles, revealing the characteristics of the poor, help identify which types of jobs—and in which locations—would make the biggest difference to them. Microsimulations using household survey data allow estimating the impact of changes in employment on poverty rates. For instance, increasing the employment rate is of highest priority in Bulgaria and Latvia, two aging countries. Consider the poverty alleviation effects of raising the employment rate by 3 percentage points depending on who, among those currently not working, gets the additional jobs. If the jobs went to the people whose individual characteristics make them more easily employable, poverty would fall by 1.1 percentage points in Bulgaria and by 1.2 percentage points in Latvia. If new employment opportunities instead went to the most employable among the poor, poverty would fall by 4.7 percentage points in Bulgaria and by 4.1 percentage points in Latvia (figure 5.6).

**FIGURE 5.5** A higher women’s share of household income raises food expenditures in the Republic of Congo

**FIGURE 5.6** Who gets the jobs matters for poverty reduction in Bulgaria and Latvia


Note: Figure is based on microsimulations using data from household surveys. In each country, the employment rate was exogenously increased by 3 percentage points. The baseline scenario allocated the new jobs to those who had the highest likelihood of being employed. Earnings were imputed on the basis of individual characteristics. The alternative scenario brought into jobs all those who had the highest employment likelihood among the poor.
Productivity

Spillovers from jobs on the productivity of other jobs can happen through three main channels. Jobs in functional cities lead to greater specialization and mutual learning. Jobs connected to global markets allow for the acquisition of more advanced technological and managerial knowledge. And through the production process in which they are embedded, jobs can have negative—or positive—effects on the environment.

Agglomeration effects. The spatial concentration of activity is a strong driver of productivity growth in developing countries. Effects can materialize within sectors (localization economies) or between sectors (urbanization economies). The sharing of inputs, better labor matching, and knowledge spillovers are the main forces behind the geographical concentration of industries and economic activity in urban environments. The sharing of inputs facilitates the emergence of specialized producers of intermediate goods and services. Proximity allows firms to more easily find workers to fill positions. Knowledge spillovers allow firms to learn about new technologies, products, and practices from other firms operating in the vicinity. These agglomeration effects signal a difference between the private and social values of jobs.

The tools of urban economics can be used to assess the potential gains from agglomeration. In industrial countries, as city employment increases by 10 percent, wages and firm productivity in the city grow by 0.2 to 1.0 percent. To give a sense of the magnitudes implied, if wages and productivity were to increase by 0.3 percent, workers moving from a city with 5,000 inhabitants to a metropolis of 5 million would see their earnings increase by 23 percent. Nonetheless, not all workers benefit equally from living and working together in cities, nor do they contribute equally to productivity growth. Workers with better cognitive and social skills tend to benefit more. Workers also enjoy higher wages when they are surrounded by a more educated labor force.

The association between urban scale and productivity has also been documented in many developing economies, including Brazil, China, India, Indonesia, the Republic of Korea, and Turkey. In Taiwan, China, a 10 percent increase in total manufacturing employment in a locality causes employment in specific industrial sectors to increase between 3.0 and 7.5 percent (figure 5.7). Enterprise surveys also show that firms grow faster in large cities. In many developing countries, however, the poor functionality of cities undermines the potential gains from proximity. Inefficiencies in labor, land, and housing markets may cause poor functionality in cities. Poor functionality may also result from deficits in transportation and communication infrastructure, especially for smaller cities where market access is critical.

But agglomeration can also come with higher costs, from more expensive land to worse congestion and pollution in cities with 1 million to 3 million people. In the United States, between 1980 and 2000, the number of annual hours per person lost to traffic delays increased from 4 to 22. Traffic in central London moves at only 11 miles an hour. In Mexico City, the annual cost of traffic delays amounts to US$580 a person, or 3 percent of annual per capita income. Congestion and pollution limit agglomeration effects. In California, a reduction in ozone

FIGURE 5.7 Agglomeration effects vary across industrial sectors in Taiwan, China
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Note: The figure shows the increase in the employment of a specific sector in a specific locality when total employment in manufacturing in that locality increases by 10 percent, controlling for other relevant factors.
concentrations of 10 parts per billion would increase worker productivity by 4.2 percent.  

Analytical tools from the management literature can be used to assess the impact of industrial clusters on productivity. In many low-income countries, industrial clusters account for a large share of manufacturing employment, including self-employment. Clustering is more common in light manufacturing industries intensive in unskilled labor, such as garments, footwear, furniture, and metalworking. The formation of a cluster often starts with a pioneer, typically a former trader or engineer who is able to identify a new, profitable business. Success leads to imitation, and a large number of relatively small and similar enterprises emerges in the vicinity. The management literature can help identify dynamic clusters, where jobs have positive spillovers.

**Global integration.** The fragmentation of production across borders is one of the most notable features of the global economy. Value chains connect firms and jobs across borders, be it through arms-length trade or through intrafirm transactions. Global integration improves domestic resource allocation because it puts greater pressure on firms to be competitive. Exporting allows the most productive firms to grow. But in doing so, they also exert pressure on the least productive ones to contract or exit. Global integration also generates knowledge spillovers. These arise through exposure to new technologies embodied in traded goods or through new management practices in companies receiving FDI. Knowledge spillovers take place horizontally, between competitors, and vertically, through buyer-supplier relationships.

International economics has devoted considerable efforts to quantifying the productivity impacts of global integration. In Colombia, productivity increased faster at the plant level during the trade liberalization period than during the import substitution period. In India, industry restructuring immediately following the trade reforms of 1991, including the entry and exit of firms, contributed significantly to productivity increases. In Brazil, Côte d’Ivoire, and Turkey, the lowering of trade barriers led to a reduction of markups—a sign of intensified competition. Productivity-enhancing effects of exports have been found in China; Indonesia; Korea; Slovenia; and Taiwan, China, as well as at the regional level in East Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa.

A specialized literature focuses on the knowledge spillovers and productivity impacts of multinationals and FDI. In Indonesia, when a plant switched from domestic to foreign ownership, its total factor productivity increased by 13.5 percent within three years. In Brazil, wages of incumbent workers in domestic firms were positively affected by the share of workers who previously worked with multinationals. In Ghana, firms whose owners worked for multinationals in the same industry were more productive than other domestic firms. In developing countries, the knowledge spillovers from FDI may be more important than their impact on resource allocation (figure 5.8).

Research can help assess whether the knowledge spillovers from global integration trickle down to small informal enterprises through value chains. Larger enterprises are more likely to become suppliers to foreign companies or to be directly acquired by multinationals. But they tend to contract out noncore businesses

![FIGURE 5.8 Knowledge spillovers from foreign direct investment increase domestic productivity](source: Alfaro and Chen 2011. Note: FDI = foreign direct investment. The figure shows the increase in domestic productivity for different country groups when the probability of entry by new multinational firms doubles. The estimates are based on data from 60 countries.)
for cost efficiency, bringing smaller local companies into the value chain. Contracting out provides opportunities for small and microenterprises to also reap the benefits of knowledge spillovers.52

Research can also shed light on the obstacles preventing the productivity spillovers from globally integrated jobs from materializing. Cross-country analysis shows that the degree of labor market flexibility, barriers to firm entry, and infrastructure development substantially influence the impact of openness on growth.53 Knowledge spillovers hinge on the ability of the local economy to absorb them—human capital and research and development capacity are important. Local firms need a certain level of production and technological capabilities to be selected as suppliers by foreign companies. When technology gaps between local firms and foreign companies are large, productivity spillovers are less likely to occur.54

Environmental impacts. Jobs that overuse natural resources or damage the environment are less productive than their direct output might suggest. The environmental damage they create imposes a negative spillover on others, resulting in a lower net contribution to aggregate output. Natural resources such as the atmosphere, water, forests, and soil provide services useful for economic activities and necessary for human life, but they are often overused because their cost from a private point of view falls short of their true social cost.55 The emission of greenhouse gases is an example of a negative spillover.

The tools of environmental economics can be used to quantify the cost of emissions associated with jobs. Worldwide, industry is responsible for over one-fifth of carbon emission.56 Globally, the average cost from fuel combustion in manufacturing is in the order of US$82 per job per year.57 However, this average hides an enormous diversity in the emission cost of production across countries, industries, and technologies. Across countries, a negative relation can be observed between the annual emission cost per job and the emission efficiency of production. Richer countries tend to have higher environmental costs associated with one job, but, in parallel, these jobs have a high productivity so that the emission intensity per unit of manufacturing output tends to be relatively low (figure 5.9).

Policies to contain carbon emissions and reduce environmental damage rely on price and quantity instruments aimed at transferring the cost to producers. These policies should increase net output per job, accounted for in green terms. However, in the short term, they could result in fewer jobs if natural resources and labor are complements in production.

Policies also try to promote job creation in more environmentally friendly industries. Jobs in enterprises that produce wind mills for electricity generation, construct water and soil conservation systems, and plant and manage trees fall in this category. These are often called green jobs, with different definitions attached to the term. Industries matching the most common definitions of green jobs tend to be relatively small in many developing countries, with Brazil and China notable exceptions (box 5.6).58

Pending a precise quantification of environmental spillovers from jobs, it is likely that the activities with the greatest potential to mitigate adverse environmental damage in develop-
BOX 5.6 International definitions of green jobs can be too narrow for developing countries

While the concept of green growth is well developed, there is less consensus on the concept of green jobs. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) uses this label for jobs linked to environmental industries. The European Commission focuses on employment in industries whose products are deemed beneficial to the environment. Examples include jobs in renewable energy sectors and low-carbon manufacturing. Several national governments are developing their own definitions of green jobs, both for statistical purposes as well as to inform policy making.

The United Nations Environment Programme defines green jobs as “positions in agriculture, manufacturing, construction, installation, and maintenance, as well as scientific and technical, administrative, and service-related activities that contribute substantially to preserving or restoring environmental quality.” For the United Nations Environment Programme and the International Labour Organization, these jobs must also qualify as Decent Work.

But these definitions can be too narrow. In developing countries, some jobs associated with green growth that have prospects for substantial expansion, such as biofuel and biomass production, may not qualify as Decent Work. Moreover, the focus on renewable energy and low-carbon manufacturing may shift attention away from activities with positive environmental impacts that also provide higher earnings to the poor.

Consider efforts toward reduced forest degradation and sustainable management of trees. Tree resources outside of closed forests are becoming increasingly important to satisfy the demand for charcoal, firewood, timber, and nonwood forest products. Locally managed reforestation and regeneration of degraded landscapes may generate income opportunities for poor people as well as positive environmental impacts. Trees with the capacity to fix nitrogen have been used to improve soil fertility and provide fodder, wood, and fuel. Such enhanced tree management has helped increase sorghum yields by as much as 85 percent in some areas and millet yields by as much as 50 percent.

a. For a detailed discussion, see Bowen 2012.
b. OECD 1999.
c. UNEP and others 2008.
d. UNEP and others 2008, 35–36.
e. Upadhyay and Pahuja 2010.

Social cohesion

If jobs change values, behaviors, and attitudes of people, they can influence how societies function, specifically, how groups in society are able to resolve tensions and engage in peaceful collective decision making. Three such spillovers from jobs to social cohesion are social identity, networks, and a sense of fairness. The effect of jobs on social identity can be particularly important for youth. Jobs can contribute to socialization and the process of acquiring values and behaviors for the workplace and society.

Social identity. A job can influence the social groups that individuals associate with, their behaviors, and the norms that shape those behaviors. The degree to which a job, or its characteristics, shapes the way individuals perceive themselves in their community and society varies with traditions, culture, and the level of economic development. But when the relationship is significant, a spillover from jobs to social cohesion exists.

Quantifying spillovers from jobs on social cohesion is bound to be more difficult than for living standards or productivity. However, a rough assessment is possible using household surveys as well as qualitative studies. For instance, about half of respondents in China judge their jobs to be somewhat or absolutely meaningful, but in Sierra Leone the share is 90 percent, potentially signaling the social importance of jobs in a low-income and post-conflict setting.
Behaviors and norms can also be changed by perceptions about access to jobs—by raising peoples’ expectations and aspirations for the future—and in some cases these changes in perceptions can be gauged as well. For instance, school enrollments in Bangladesh increased among girls after garment factories opened within commuting distance of their villages. No such effect was observed among boys, while some older girls dropped out of school to take up the new job opportunity (figure 5.10). As jobs in the factories became available to women, it is likely that parents saw more employment opportunities for their daughters and realized the importance of education. The women working in these garment factories thus set an example for other women and girls.

Program evaluations are another source of information on the spillovers from jobs on social cohesion. For instance, the Programa Juventud y Empleo (Youth and Employment Program) in the Dominican Republic reaches young people who have not finished secondary school, are unemployed, and are living in poor households. Participants receive a combination of vocational training and training in life skills, including self-esteem, teamwork, and communication skills, followed by internships at private sector firms. The program has led to a decrease in involvement in gangs, violence, and other risky behavior, including drug use and unprotected sex. Participants described the positive impact on their self-esteem and behaviors.

**Networks.** Jobs can create new contacts and be a vehicle to transmit information. On the negative side, they can also have an exclusionary effect, moving the individual further from the wider society. Positive network effects can give people a stake in their community or society; negative effects can increase social distance.

Again, surveys can inquire about these dynamics as a first entry to gauge whether a spill-over exists. In four countries, participants in a survey were asked whether their job was useful or not in establishing contacts with other people, providing information about societal matters or other jobs, or helping with news about good deals (on food, for example). Only a quarter of respondents in China, but fully three-quarters of those in Sierra Leone judged these network effects to be at least somewhat important (figure 5.11). While comparisons across countries need to be interpreted with caution, comparisons across individuals in the same country may be informative.
Quantitative methods are necessary to contextualize network effects. Surveys in Bosnia and Herzegovina and the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia have found that the number of people willing to work or do business with someone of a different ethnicity was greater than the number of people in favor of interethnic cooperation in schools or neighborhoods. Focus groups in Bosnia and Herzegovina in the late 1990s found that the workplace was “the area in which there is the greatest support for ethnic cooperation.” Business people working in print and packaging, food and beverages, construction, and retail in Trinidad and Tobago have reported that interactions through work with others of different ethnicities have positively influenced their social life.

Sense of fairness. Whether access to jobs is fair naturally depends on a subjective evaluation. Opinion surveys can provide an assessment of how fair the job market is judged to be, and tracking such evaluations over time can be of guidance to policy makers. About 30 percent of Chinese respondents feel that the most qualified people get jobs—an indication that relatively few people judge jobs to be distributed on the basis of merit. In Colombia as well as Sierra Leone, the percentages were significantly higher.

Beyond these subjective assessments, fairness in access to jobs can actually be measured rigorously, building on the emerging literature on inequality of opportunity. This literature explores to what degree factors beyond talent and effort matter in accessing jobs. These factors include the circumstances in which a person is born: location, family background, gender, ethnicity, and language.
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with a variety of means. Some of them allow for an actual quantification, some others for a qualitative treatment of the difference between the individual value and the social value of jobs. Assessing the social value of different types of jobs can inform policy discussions about trade-offs and priorities for developmental policies. The relevant spillovers are bound to be different in countries at different levels of development and with different characteristics, thus leading to diverse jobs agendas.

sian Federation and Slovenia, while gender is predominant in Latvia, Kazakhstan, and Croatia (figure 5.12).

* * *

The assessment of the social value of jobs is important for the identification of what good jobs for development are in a particular country context. Such assessments can be pursued with a variety of means. Some of them allow for an actual quantification, some others for a qualitative treatment of the difference between the individual value and the social value of jobs. Assessing the social value of different types of jobs can inform policy discussions about trade-offs and priorities for developmental policies. The relevant spillovers are bound to be different in countries at different levels of development and with different characteristics, thus leading to diverse jobs agendas.

FIGURE 5.12 Gender and father’s education account for a large share of inequality of opportunity in access to jobs

Notes: The figure shows the contribution of each circumstance to an inequity measure, the D-index. The D-index is the share of available opportunities that would have to be reallocated to achieve the same coverage rate of opportunity across all groups. Opportunity is defined as having a job with 20 or more hours per week. Parents’ connections refers to parents who were affiliated with the Communist Party. Father’s education is measured in years of completed schooling.
Since human capital theory first established a link between skills and economic performance, it generally has been held that education and training are wise investments for increasing employment and earnings—and are hence necessary ingredients for growth and job creation. The risk of living in poverty declines with the acquisition of basic cognitive skills, especially numeracy and literacy, and the associated enhancement in earning opportunities. Skills, especially cognitive abilities, are strongly related to productivity growth, more so than school attendance rates. They also are closely associated with structural transformation, especially for low- and lower-middle-income countries where they create opportunities for people outside of agriculture. Across 1,500 subnational regions in 110 countries, education emerges as the critical determinant of knowledge spillovers and entrepreneurship. And skills can shape how jobs link people to neighbors, communities, and societies.

But around the world, available skills are not fitting well with the demands of the economy. Skills mismatches are arguably growing rather than shrinking. Albeit not easy to pinpoint, up to one-third of the employed in countries as diverse as Brazil, Costa Rica, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, and Tanzania are either under- or over-qualified for the work they do. Managers of registered, formal firms around the world judge workforce skills as an obstacle of above-average importance in the production process. In countries at all development levels, skills obstacles are also judged to be more acute now than in the first half of the 2000s (figure 5.13).

Skills shortages are an especially serious constraint for the most dynamic entrepreneurs. Larger as well as younger and growing firms tend to identify skills as a constraint more than medium-sized and smaller firms. Export-oriented firms in Indonesia and the Philippines report skills bottlenecks more than firms producing for the domestic market in those countries. Across 106 developing countries, firms that adopt technology more rapidly and those that are more globally integrated take longer to fill job vacancies through external candidates than other firms—a sign of skill-related constraints being more binding. On the other hand, farmers and entrepreneurs of unregistered firms in both rural and urban environments tend to rate skills bottlenecks as less severe.

The straightforward response to such mismatches would be for private firms or individuals to upgrade skills through further education or training—but several well-known reasons prevent this from occurring. Firms and farms—especially smaller ones—and workers seldom have the necessary funds nor can they borrow for this purpose. Firms are also reluctant to invest in training employees for fear that workers will leave after being trained. And both firms and workers may lack the information needed to identify skills gaps.

Because of such market failures, policy makers often turn to education and training systems to deal with high unemployment or stifled productivity growth. Many countries are currently making a big push to hone the skills of the current and soon-to-be workforce through increased emphasis on on-the-job training and on pre-employment (vocational) education. Turkey’s Public Employment Agency has expanded vocational training enrollment almost tenfold since 2007, delivering close to 250,000 courses in 2011. India has launched the National Skills Mission with a stated goal of training 500 million people by 2022.

The pitfalls of skills building

The importance of skills cannot be overstated (box 5.7). But caution is needed before jumping from this recognition to the launching of large skills-building programs. The root cause of skill shortages or mismatches might not lie with the education and training system. Shortages and mismatches may instead result from wrong signals generated by market distortions and institutional failures elsewhere in the economy. If a civil service career pays overly well, young people may study to obtain such jobs, even if they need to queue for them. This can
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**FIGURE 5.13** Relative to other obstacles, skills have become a more severe constraint to business


Note: The figure shows the changes in the relative importance of skills obstacles between beginning and end of the 2000s. The relative skill obstacle is defined as the ratio between (a) the share of firm managers saying that lack of skills is a major or severe obstacle and (b) the share of firm managers rating other constraints as major or severe. A positive score indicates that the skills constraint became more severe relative to others.

**BOX 5.7 How skills are formed, and how they can be measured**

Skills are acquired throughout life. People learn, adapt, and form their skills through a multitude of interactions and mechanisms within the household and neighborhood, during the formative years of schooling, at work, and in training. Cognitive skills include verbal ability, working memory, numeracy, and problem-solving abilities. Social skills are based on personality traits that underlie behaviors such as teamwork, reliability, discipline, or work effort. Technical skills enable the performance of specific tasks. Because all jobs require a combination of skills that are formed in multiple ways and in diverse circumstances, policy makers face complex challenges in forging the best path for skills development.

The first months and years of life are the most crucial for skill formation. This is when intelligence and learning abilities, the foundations for the development of core cognitive and social skills, are cemented.

Brain maturation occurs in steps, with new skills building on earlier ones. If the foundation is strong, higher-order cognitive and social skills can be added later on. This leads to higher adaptability in rapidly changing job environments and the acquisition of job-specific techniques. In the slums of Mumbai, a special program run in parallel to primary schooling raised children’s self-esteem, self-efficacy, and aspirations, increasing scores on school-leaving examinations and initial labor market outcomes. But while foundations are laid early on, skills are also shaped after childhood and in working life.

Attention to the measurement of skills has gained prominence worldwide. Achievement tests provide information for parents, instructors, and administrators, and enable a better understanding of systemwide performance and achievements. While the skills measured on these tests appear to be purely academic in nature, test scores reflect more than individuals’ cognitive skills. A good part of the variation in achievement tests can be attributed to personality traits or social skills as well as to incentive systems. These personality traits and social skills are critical in predicting individuals’ life outcomes, including educational attainment and earnings.

More recently, efforts have gone in the direction of assessing adult competencies, by measuring the variety, intensity, and frequency of skills used in the workplace. These measures range from assessing different types of manual and workplace skills of a more routine manner to complex capabilities, such as problem solving abilities.


lead to the acquisition of skills that are irrelevant in the private sector and to unrealistic expectations, as was observed, for example, in the Arab Republic of Egypt.84 Similarly, compressed pay scales reduce the incentives to invest more in education and training.85 Lack of information about employment opportunities, transportation costs, or housing market failures may be the real reasons why workers do not take available jobs. In all of these cases, constraints that seem to be skills related actually reside outside the education and training system.

Besides, the successful delivery of skills-building services is difficult. Pre-employment and on-the-job training show varying success in the developing world. On-the-job training is consistently found to go hand-in-hand with higher labor earnings and productivity increases, even more so in developing than in industrial countries.86 But only a fraction of workers have access to it; those with less education and those working in smaller and informal enterprises seldom have the opportunity to benefit from training. Technical and vocational education (TVE) has a mixed record: compared with general education, TVE led to higher earnings in Rwanda, Sri Lanka, and Thailand, more or less equal earnings in Indonesia and India, and lower earnings in Pakistan.87 The reach of TVE in rural areas is often very limited.88 In some countries, TVE has actually reinforced socioeconomic inequalities rather than fostered social mobility.89 Poor quality and inequitable access are key constraints in many countries.

Accountability and governance arrangements are often the weak link of skills-building initiatives, with institutional failures often replacing market failures. On the positive side, modern and flexible skills-development strategies have generally replaced old-fashioned and mechanical manpower planning (box 5.8). Many countries have also created oversight entities, such as the Pakistan Sindh Technical and Vocational Training Authority, to separate quality control and management of providers from financing. In India, the National Skills Development Strategy is based on the principle that the institutions in charge of training, certification, and accreditation should be strictly separated.90 On the negative side, scattered responsibilities across many ministries, distance from the private sector, slow response to rapidly changing skill needs, and capture by providers continue to plague training programs and pre-employment education around the world.

What is being taught matters as well. Social skills are often the ones missing, but they can rarely be acquired in schools or training centers. In India, employers of engineers stress reliability, willingness to learn, and entrepreneurship as more important than specific technical skills, or the command of mathematics, science, or English.91 In Botswana, theoretical and practical knowledge of the job, as well as other job-specific skills, are generally considered to be less important than skills such as commitment, communication, and basic problem-solving.92 In Peru, 40 percent of employers complain about the lack of dependable work ethics and personal qualities such as team work, persistency, ability to reach consensus, or initiative among their employees. This subjective assessment is confirmed by harder evidence showing that returns to the socioemotional trait of perseverance are as high as returns to average cognitive ability.93

**Learning through jobs**

Just as skills are important for jobs, the reverse is true as well. Many technical and social skills can be built through experience in the workplace—shaping skills on the job carries sizable returns. On average across countries, the return to one additional year of work experience in nonagricultural activities is roughly one-half the return to one additional year of education at the beginning of work life.94 And managers put a premium on experience. In five African countries, managers identified work experience as more important for hiring decisions than technical skills and education.95

Apprenticeship programs, fostering the integration of education and learning through jobs, exist in various shapes around the world. They range from the informal model of Sub-Saharan Africa to the dual model of Central Europe. Informal apprenticeship, often the primary mechanism for technical skills to be passed through generations, can be strengthened through its gradual integration into national training systems.96

The dual model, deeply rooted in Germany, combines classroom-based schooling—geared to building general and transferable skills—with learning on the job in the training company.97 In France, Germany, and the Netherlands, the
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BOX 5.8 Manpower planning has given way to dynamic skills development

Manpower planning, a technique that used macroeconomic and sector forecasts to derive how many workers with specific technical skills would be needed was popular in the 1960s and 1970s. It was successful in a few cases in which it was closely integrated with the overall economic development strategy of the country and benefited from a universal basic education system, as it did in the Republic of Korea. But its rigidity soon became stifling. Manpower planning generally assumed a fixed relationship between labor and outputs, implicitly ruling out technological change. It also emphasized technical skills to the detriment of cognitive and social skills. And it was slow to adapt to rapid changes in the world of work brought by globalization.\(^b\)

Gradually the focus shifted from merely ensuring an adequate supply of skills to delivering demand-responsive, quality-skills development programs. The Republic of Korea stopped developing long-term macroeconomic plans with explicit industrial policies by the mid-1990s. Industrial projections of manpower supply took a backseat to the country’s new initiatives emphasizing quality and relevance of education and skills development.\(^c\) The scope became broader and more integrated, replacing mechanistic forecasting. In the 1980s and 1990s, Singapore developed an integrated strategy to upgrade, retrain, and provide lifelong learning for its labor force, especially for those with lower levels of education and skills.

The rapid pace of globalization increasingly requires the private sector to be a driving force in skills development. India’s National Association of Software and Service Companies (NASSCOM) developed standardized skills assessments and certification arrangements in 2006. The Korea University of Technology and Education (KUT) established the Bridge Model, a three-way partnership also involving a single major enterprise and clusters of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) that serve as its main subcontractors. The major enterprise contributes technical knowledge, the SMEs bring in the employees to be trained, and KUT supplies the teaching facilities and content.\(^e\) Samsung was the first “bridge” in 2006; five other major companies have become bridges since then.

Much can be learned from comprehensive skill-building systems, especially from those of East Asia. But these systems require sophisticated institutional mechanisms that may be out of reach in lower-capacity contexts.\(^d\) Over 100 countries have embarked on comprehensive National Qualification Frameworks, built around the definition of competencies, certification, and accreditation. But with exceptions, results and impact are sobering. Often, the administrative capacity available in low- and middle-income countries is overwhelmed, and progress is held back by the lack of strong buy-in from the most important players: parents, teachers, training institutes, and firms. Perhaps the most valuable lesson from East Asian countries is that skills-development systems need to grow organically from below while being coordinated and fostered from above.

---

\(^a\) Kim 2002.
\(^b\) Richards 1994.
\(^c\) Kim 2002.
\(^d\) Lee and others 2008.
\(^e\) Nam 2011.
\(^f\) ILO 2010b. See also DFID 2010; Gill, Fluitman, and Dar 2000.

---

dual system is credited with fast and structured employment integration.\(^99\) But the dual system requires more than the right economic incentives—it is based on a social contract between employers (to offer places and invest in the future career of apprentice as a common good), trade unions (to accept below minimum wage payment for trainees), and government (to fund vocational schools and provide quality control).\(^99\) Private sector commitment, including financing of training and continuation even in times of economic downturns, is fundamental. Given such high institutional requirements, attempts to transplant the dual model in its entirety have seen little success.

Building skills on the job is promising, because skills continue to develop and accumulate after formal schooling ends, in teenage years and during working life.\(^100\) Jobs—especially early experiences—can also shape behaviors and attitudes, including the willingness to contribute to society at large.

Importantly, jobs also support the transmission of knowledge through interactions with other people. Knowledge spillovers underlie the agglomeration effects observed in cities and in production clusters.\(^101\) But knowledge spillovers from jobs also occur in rural areas. During the Green Revolution in India, farmers with experienced neighbors made larger profits than those with inexperienced ones.\(^102\) Benefits from social learning at the village level were substantial.\(^103\)

Jobs can also ignite skills building by putting people in contact with the outside world. Working in foreign-owned companies, or in firms integrated in international value chains, allows the acquisition of new technical and managerial skills. This learning then spurs imi-
to meet. The role of policy here is to ensure that signals are adequately transmitted, providing incentives to continue skill accumulation by the young and those of working age alike. In the Dominican Republic, providing students with information about the actual returns to secondary school education led to substantially higher school attendance. In India, informing rural women about job opportunities led to increased schooling for girls and delayed marriage and childbearing for women.

On the other hand, privilege in access to jobs distorts the signals. It hurts and discourages, rather than encourages, the building of skills.

Jobs themselves can build skills, especially at entry into the labor market. Given the negative long-term effects of troubled school-to-work transitions, placing emphasis on supporting first-time job-seekers should have significant payoffs. But jobs may neither pull nor build skills to a significant degree, even if the foundational cognitive skills are in place. This occurs in situations where the benefits from agglomeration and global integration are present but not adequately exploited. Countries undergoing rapid urbanization often have sizable knowledge spillovers to reap but may fail to move up the value-added ladder. If so, they can be caught in traps of low productivity and low skills. Such traps arise when skills are insufficient to spur innovation and the demand for skills is too low to encourage their acquisition. In those cases, more relevant schooling and skill building at the secondary, technical, and likely higher levels are needed as a prerequisite for the creation of good jobs for development.

Jobs need skills, pull skills, and build skills

Some skills are necessary for productive employment to emerge in the first place. And they cannot be acquired on the job. Without numeracy and literacy skills, the prospects of improving employment opportunities and earnings, whether in agriculture or in urban settings, are thin. Today, more than one-tenth of 15-to-24-year-olds worldwide are functionally illiterate, and that does not bode well for their future. Also, social skills assume an ever more important role as complements to basic cognitive skills. Given that skill building is cumulative, securing the foundation on which much of the later path of skill acquisition follows remains an absolute priority. Many countries are not there yet.

With this foundation in place, jobs can pull skills. Employment opportunities increase the demand for education, which systems then have
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